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“Let us be alert to the season in which we are living. It is the season of the Blessed Hope, calling for us to cut our ties
with the world and build ourselves on this One who will soon appear. He is our hope—a Blessed Hope enabling us
to rise above our times and fix our gaze upon Him.” Tozer

Welcome to 2020, saints –
This main article is meant to help you discover, or re-discover, what is wrong with Bethel in a
nutshell. It’s shocking, infuriating, and the church must distance itself from them immediately.
The reason this is important is because of the latest, most bizarre controversy of all, the
resurrection ploy of baby Olive. I will not post an article about what all came down because it is just
too heart-wrenching. The short version is they have hired a Hollywood type crisis manager for
damage control since it went south. Folks, you cannot make this name-and-claim circus up. You
just can’t. If you are interested in the original story, you can google the Bethel baby resurrection
controversy easily enough. The Bethel staff leaders spent 5 days in a sort of seance leading this
mom - and worship leader - to think God must resurrect her child - by their egotistical power.
They will give an account for this insanity, this is not a church but a cult. Period. So, for your
discernment, I give you “10 Reasons Why You Should RUN away from Bethel Redding”.
“For the time is coming when people will not endue sound teaching, but having itching ears they
will accumulate for themselves teachers to suit their own passions, and will turn away from listening
to the truth and wander off into myths.” — 2 Timothy 4:3-4

10 Reasons Why You Should RUN AWAY From Bethel Redding
Steven Kozar
1. Bill Johnson & Kris Vallotton (and other Bethel pastors) put their own words above the Word of God.
Listen to them talk and you'll hear very few actual Bible verses, but you will hear a lot of their own thoughts
and ideas that they claim to have received directly from God. This is not accidental. They believe they are
a new and better type of Christian leader who can hear directly from God and get "downloads" of new
information. They believe the Bible is merely a good starting point that has useful information about God,
but to really know Him you must go further than the Bible-you need to go "off the map."
“None of us has a full grasp of Scripture, but we all have the Holy Spirit. He is our common denominator
who will always lead us into truth. But to follow Him, we must be willing to follow off the map—to go beyond
what we know. ” — Bill Johnson "When Heaven Invades Earth-A Practical Guide to a Life of Miracles"
“It’s difficult to expect the same fruit of the early church when we value a book they didn’t have more than

the Holy Spirit they did have. It’s not Father, Son and Holy Bible.”
— Bill Johnson, YouTube video: "Friendship With God" https://youtu.be/P4RZ_ctiwlE
(Huh?)
2. Go back to the previous point. Seriously, that is enough to end the discussion. If the Bible is only a
starting point (because we need to get new and better information) than this is not the historic Christian
church. In fact, even the Roman Catholic Church believes that we can't have a bunch of different people
running around claiming to speak for God; that's why they have only one Pope. In the Bethel/NAR way of
thinking, practically everyone is their own Pope! Bethel teaches that we must have a subjective and
mystical connection to the Holy Spirit that allows us to receive more than the clear meaning of the Word
of God, because the Word of God isn't enough.
3. Are you carefully considering how dangerous it is to degrade and devalue the Word of God the way Bill
Johnson, Kris Vallotton and Bethel does? Are you really comfortable abandoning what the Christian
Church has taught, confessed and believed since its very beginning? On top of that, are you really
comfortable handing over the Christian Church and its doctrines to men like Bill Johnson and Kris
Vallotton? These men are getting rich off of the sheep they claim to serve; they are constantly selling stuff
and giving speeches for money. These men make no bones about it-they make a lot of money and they're
happy to continue making more. Is that who we should trust with the future of the Christian faith?
4. Bill Johnson, Kris Vallotton and Bethel twist the Bible to make it say what they want it to say. Bill
Johnson will take the English word from the Bible and try to extract some special new meaning from it; but
the original word was never in English! Here's a really embarrassing example:
The word "repent" has nothing to do with penthouses-obviously! The original Greek word transliterated is
"metanoia" and it means "I repent, change my mind, change the inner man (particularly with reference to
acceptance of the will of God), repent," according to Strong's concordance. This is horrendous Bible
twisting from a man who either has no idea what he's doing (and Bill Johnson has no training in the ancient
languages that the Bible was written in), or he's so confident that he's hearing new messages from God
that he doesn't care. Here's another example from the same book:
“For many years I misunderstood the biblical concept of desire. Psalm 37:4 tells us: ‘Delight yourself in the
Lord, and He shall give you the desires of your heart.’ Like many pastors, I foolishly taught that if you
delighted yourself in the Lord, He would change your desires by telling you what to desire. But that’s not
at all what this means. That verse literally means that God wants to be impacted by what you think and
dream. God is after your desires. The word desire is made up of the prefix ‘de’ meaning ‘of,’ and sire
meaning ‘father.’ Desire is, by nature, of the Father.”
— Bill Johnson, The Supernatural Power of a Transformed Mind, page 144
Bill Johnson doesn't even bother to consult a concordance, which is a very simple way to learn the
meaning of any word found in the Bible. Instead, he demonstrates that he is horribly incapable of teaching
a Biblical passage. The Hebrew word translated into english as desire is "mishalah." It simply means
"request" or "petition," but Bill Johnson is telling people that "God is after their desires" because de and
sire means "of the father," according to him. This is a complete fabrication and a deliberate twisting of
God's Word. Why would he do that? Who knows? Maybe it's because he's appealing to the selfish desires
of his gullible audience. He is definitely tickling itching ears.
5. Bill Johnson didn't have enough sense to know that he was getting scammed by Todd Bentley at The
Charismatic Day of Infamy. All of the "Apostles" of the New Apostolic Reformation gathered together to
commission Todd Bentley as the great new leader whose revival meetings (the "Lakeland Revival") were
a big deal for a few months of glory in 2008. But Todd Bentley was a fraud, adulterer and drunk, and none

of those "Apostles" (Bill Johnson being a primary member) had enough discernment to figure it out. These
are the men who claim to have all sorts of special insights directly from God, but they were utterly clueless.
Does that sound like the kind of guy whose direct "downloads" should be trusted to establish new doctrine?
After Todd Bentley abandoned his wife and children, Bill Johnson tried to restore him back to
ministry-ignoring the fact that he was utterly disqualified by his despicable, sinful behavior. Even today, Bill
Johnson supports and promotes the fraud Todd Bentley. Here's something he posted on his Facebook
wall just recently:
So Bill Johnson openly supports and endorses his friend, the fraud Todd Bentley. By the way, even that
promo for Bentley's "revival" is fraudulent: that's a an old photograph of a Billy Graham meeting in Los
Angeles.
6. Bill Johnson & Kris Vallotton are both big fans of the creepy cult leader William Branham (1909-1965).
Branham was so detached from Biblical Christianity that even Word of Faith founder Kenneth Hagin called
him a false teacher and predicted he would die two years before it happened from a car accident in 1965.
Although he died on Dec. 24, 1965, Branham's followers refused to bury his body since they believed he
would rise from the dead. They finally gave up and buried him on April 11th of the next year. Branham
didn't believe in the Trinity. Branham believed he was the end-time "Elijah." Branham taught that Eve and
the serpent had sexual intercourse and Cain was born, and that consequently every woman potentially
carried the literal seed of the devil, so he always believed women to be inferior and untrustworthy.
Branham was a pathological liar who told many variations of stories for decades with conflicting details.
Bill Johnson and Kris Vallotton have stated that they want the "mantle" of William Branham.
7. Bethel Church claims to be special place where the "Presence" is tangible, and miracles happen every
day, yet when a coven of witches went there to get prophetic words spoken over them, they were told
nothing but positive things and were actually encouraged to continue in their witchcraft. Seriously. Read
about it: Bethel Church Tells Witch that She's "On the Right Path" and "God is So Proud of Her!"
8. Bill Johnson has established new doctrines that are not taught anywhere in Scripture, and these new
doctrines have become foundational beliefs that have caused a great deal of confusion. For example, a
foundational belief at Bethel is that "we must create a culture that welcomes risk-taking." Once this belief
is established, people feel free to make stuff up and do things that are weird, harmful and unbiblical.
Another foundational belief is that "we owe people an encounter with God."
This "Encounter Gospel" teaches that people cannot believe in God unless we do some supernatural
miracle for them, and it eliminates the need for a sinner to repent of their sins. This idea adds a great deal
of confusion and it conflicts with the Bible's teaching that the Holy Spirit works through the Word of God
to convert people. On top of these new doctrines, Bill Johnson & Co. are always degrading the use of
reason and elevating a mystical/gnostic approach to knowledge. This is a recipe for utter confusion, and
it lays a foundation for people to abandon their Christian faith, which should be based on God's Word.
Check out these Bethel sayings and notice how murky, unbiblical and anti-intellectual the thinking is:
9. Although Bill Johnson, Kris Vallotton and other Bethel pastors will claim to be focusing on "nothing but
Jesus" the truth is that they don't. Listen to these people "preach" and you'll hear lots of talking and stories,
but the emphasis is never on the simple and finished Gospel message that Jesus Christ came and gave
His life as an atoning sacrifice for our sins. The Apostle Paul said "I preach Christ and Him crucified," but
the Bethel message is focused on what they're doing and what's going to happen next. This is no accident.
Bill Johnson has repeatedly said that he wants Bethel to focus on only one thing: "revival." This is not what
the Bible teaches-but it's what Bill Johnson teaches. Why? Because Bill Johnson had an experience at
the "Toronto Blessing" that caused him to devote himself to this form of "revival." The Toronto Blessing
was so controversial that the founder of the Vineyard movement, John Wimber, went to the Toronto Airport
Vineyard Church and told them they were in serious error. Wimber then cut the church out of his Vineyard

fellowship for being too far removed from Biblical Christianity. Bill Johnson took over Bethel Church and
steered it into the very controversial Toronto Blessing kind of teaching, and that caused the Assemblies
of God to cut them off in a similar way. Bethel Church is so far on the fringe that it is creating its own new
and unbiblical doctrines.
10. Benny Hinn. He's an obvious false teacher who is known for his outlandish and luxurious lifestyle, his
highly staged "Miracle Crusades," and his Prosperity Preaching (which only makes Benny Hinn
prosperous).
Bethel loves this guy.
There is no excuse for this, and if you are trying to justify this in your mind right now, you are part of the
problem. Benny Hinn is a showman and a huckster, and he knows what to say in order to retain as large
an audience as possible. Benny Hinn recently made a special appearance at Bethel.
Bethel Bonus section:
Heidi Baker imparts demons at Bethel (no big deal...)
What a Bargain-Bill Johnson's $400 Thumb Drive!! (Maybe that's how he can afford an Aston Martin?)
Bethel Redding's Liturgical Prayer to the God of Mammon (it's just the heretical prosperity "gospel" rearing
its ugly head)
The Lord Grabbed Jenn Johnson by the Hair and Sent Her Into Outer Space (This is Bill Johnson's
daughter-in-law "preaching" at Bethel (and she is a worship leader whose daughter died and she
presumed God would resurrect her – MD)
Jenn Johnson: "The Lord Has A Reflector Mirror Under His Armpit" (This is normal in the world of Bethel)
Jenn Johnson Got More Cute By Believing What God Said About Her (Yes, she really said this)
Kris Vallotton: "Wealth is the Magnetic Attraction to Prosperity" (Kris Vallotton is getting more and more
wealthy as he tells everyone: "But it's not just about money!...")
Kris Vallotton: Prosperity Preacher Exchanging Love for Wealth (This guy really loves to talk about getting
wealthy, but remember, it's "not just about the money!...")
Kris Vallotton LIES About the Bible (And Carey Nieuwhof loves it)
Topless Dancing at Christalignment "Workshop"-Does Kris Vallotton Approve? (This is so weird, creepy
and unbelievable it should be another whole series of articles, oh wait, it is. There are many links in this
article)
Bethel Redding Fire Tunnel with Puppets (Bethel Pastor, Seth Dahl, is selling and biting a man on the neck
with his $100 puppets, just watch this video because it can't be explained...)
Victims of Bill Johnson’s SOZO Ministry speak out (This is another can of worms, and articles...)
In summary, Bethel Church, Redding, has bad Christology, bad Pneumatology, and bad Soteriology. If you
believe that "theology doesn't matter," you're a perfect candidate to fall for this bad theology. Theology is
just a word that means "teaching about God." By definition, Bethel teaches theology, but they disguise it
as something so totally new and fresh that people are fooled into thinking it's something "better" or "more
spiritual." But it's just their version of teaching about God. Remember, as soon as someone starts teaching
about God, they are doing theology.

So, Christology is what you believe about Jesus Christ, Soteriology is what you believe about salvation
and Pneumatology is what you believe about the Holy Spirit. Those issues can be discussed in another
article.
Do your homework. Take your Christian faith seriously and stop following these false teachers.

The End of Jewish Presence in Europe?
Gatestone Institute
"Although Jews represent less than one percent of the population, half of the racist acts committed in
France are committed against Jews." — French Member of Parliament Meyer Habib.
Anti-Semitism is advancing throughout the continent and often has a Middle Eastern cast. Yet, the
authorities also talk only about right-wing anti-Semitism.
Leftist anti-Semitism is present all over Europe. Its followers, as in France, do their best to hide and protect
Middle Eastern anti-Semitism.
The demographic transformation taking place in France is also happening throughout Western Europe,
and the growing submission to Islam is being silently accepted by the ruling authorities almost everywhere.
On December 3, the French National Assembly passed a resolution adopting the International Holocaust
Remembrance Alliance's definition of anti-Semitism. MP Meyer Habib, who supported the resolution,
delivered a passionate and poignant speech, highlighting the extent of the anti-Semitic threat in today's
France, and the close links between hatred of the Jews and hatred toward Israel.
On December 3, the French National Assembly passed a resolution adopting the International Holocaust
Remembrance Alliance's definition of anti-Semitism. The resolution stressed that the definition
"encompasses manifestations of hatred toward the State of Israel justified solely by the perception of the
latter as a Jewish collective." MP Meyer Habib, who supported the resolution, delivered a passionate and
poignant speech, highlighting the extent of the anti-Semitic threat in today's France, and the close links
between hatred of the Jews and hatred toward Israel:
"Since 2006, twelve French people have been murdered in France because they were Jewish. Although
Jews represent less than one percent of the population, half of the racist acts committed in France are
committed against Jews. Anti-Zionism is an obsessive demonization of Israel and an abuse of anti-racist
and anti-colonial rhetoric to deprive the Jews of their identity."
He added that getting the votes to pass the resolution was extremely difficult because of a general lack
of "political courage" -- sadly, a quality often absent in France when it comes to anti-Semitism and Israel.
French political leaders often declare that fighting against anti-Semitism is of utmost importance; they say
it every time a Jew is murdered in the country. The only anti-Semitism they seem ready to fight, however,
is right-wing anti-Semitism. They seemingly refuse to see that all the Jews killed or assaulted in France
since 2006 were victims of Muslim anti-Semites -- and French political leaders never utter a word about
it. They appear to hide Islamic anti-Semitism -- embedded in the Qur'an and Hadiths and reinforced in the
1930s by the Nazis' friendship with the Grand Mufti of Jerusalem, Haj Amin al-Husseini -- under a Muslim
hatred of the Jews based on a supposedly "legitimate" Muslim hatred of 'Zionist crimes'".
French political leaders also seemingly refuse to see another form of anti-Semitism that is on the rise:
leftist anti-Semitism. It is precisely this leftist anti-Semitism that uses the mask of anti-Zionism to spread

anti-Jewish hatred.
French political leaders also never speak about the way the French mainstream media talk about Israel,
or about the consequences of those articles and reports. They constantly -- and falsely -- describe Israel
as an evil country whose soldiers cavalierly kill Arabs on a daily basis and whose citizens "illegally occupy"
territories (despite having been there for more than 3,000 years) that might belong to another people whom
they cruelly deprive of everything.
French political leaders do not criticize anti-Israel articles and reports: the way most of them talk about
Israel is just as anti-Israel as the worst anti-Israel articles. The government itself does no better. When
Israeli Jews are murdered in a terrorist attack, the French government publishes a statement "deploring"
the attack and urging Israel to "show restraint" and avoid "starting a cycle of violence". When an attack
takes place in the eastern part of Jerusalem or in the West Bank, the statement mentions that "East
Jerusalem" and the West Bank are "Palestinian territories illegally occupied by Israel". It is a way of saying
that Jews should not be there, that the victims are the guilty party, and that those who attack them had
good reason to do so.
November 12, when US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo said that Jewish communities in the disputed
territories do not contravene international law, the French government immediately issued a statement
saying that "the Israeli policy of colonization in the Palestinian occupied territories is illegal under
international law, in particular international humanitarian law".
This reaction is in line with the positions taken by the French government in recent years: when US
President Donald J. Trump recognized Jerusalem as the capital of Israel and moved the US embassy
there, French President Emmanuel Macron said that the move was a "serious mistake" and stressed that
the French embassy would remain in the make-believe capital of Israel, Tel Aviv. An official statement
added that France is "the friend of Palestine" and supports "the creation of a Palestinian state, with
Jerusalem as its capital". France does not recognize Jerusalem as part of Israel's territory: the French
consulate in Jerusalem is described in French official documents as "the French Consulate in Jerusalem";
the word "Israel" is omitted. When French citizens residing in Israel vote, the votes of those in Jerusalem
are counted separately from the votes of those elsewhere in Israel.
At the Institute of the Arab World, funded by the French government and Arab countries, opened its doors
in the center of Paris in 1987, the conferences and exhibitions are often imbued with anti-Israeli hatred.
Currently, at an exhibition called "AlUla, marvel of Arabia", visitors can see a map where the entire land
of Israel is covered with the words "Palestinian territories". When Jewish organizations protested, the word,
Israel was finally added next to "Palestinian territories".
Almost all the murders of Jews in France were not only committed by Muslim anti-Semites, but by Muslims
unjustly identifying French Jews with "criminal Israel". Mohamed Merah, who murdered Jewish
schoolchildren in Toulouse, told a police officer that he killed Jewish children because "the Jews kill
Palestinian children" and that he saw "many reports on French TV showing it". What he said did not
prompt the French government to ask French television stations to be more careful to avoid whatever could
be regarded as incitement to hatred and murder.
At the moment, Meyer Habib is nearly the only French MP denouncing anti-Semitism, anti-Zionism,
anti-Israeli bias in the French media and the anti-Israel positions of the French government and many
politicians. He often receives anti-Semitic death threats; his family and he need to live under
around-the-clock police protection. He represents French citizens living abroad -- in Israel, Italy and
Turkey; he could not be elected anywhere on French territory.
Habib has also said that the December 3 resolution is just a resolution. Only a minority of MPs voted in

favor of it. The only reason it was passed at all is that many MPs chose to abstain. Several voted against
it and once again announced that they were proudly "anti-Zionist". Either way, the resolution will not
become a law and has no consequences.
The French media, political leaders and government will almost certainly not change their hostile positions
regarding Israel. No French political leader supports Meyer Habib or dares to disagree with the French
government's statements regarding Israel, except to say that the French government is still too pro-Israel.
As a demographic change is rapidly taking place in France, the country's media, political leaders and
government are behaving accordingly. Jews have become a shrinking part of the population -- 0.6 % -- and
carry no political weight. The French Muslim population is quickly growing -- to more than 12% of the total.
It has become virtually impossible to win an election in France without now counting on the Muslim vote.
The few people who still criticize Islam and Muslim anti-Semitism in France are mercilessly harassed by
Islamic organizations and even more harshly condemned by the courts. A few days ago, on December 4,
a prosecutor asked the court to sentence Christine Tasin, president of the anti-Islamic movement
Republican Resistance.
In June 2017, she wrote an article containing the statements: "Anti-Muslim acts of anger are inevitable in
the short or medium term in all European countries, including France, which are undergoing a Muslim
invasion" and "Islam may be incompatible with Western civilization". Tasin was accused by the Collective
Against Islamophobia in France (CCIF) of inciting "anti-Muslim terrorism". The CCIF, is an organization
created by Muslims of France, the French branch of the Muslim Brotherhood. The prosecutor said that the
charge pressed by the CCIF was "perfectly valid", and that Tasin "needs a lesson". She could be the first
person in France to be sent to prison for the "crime" of "Islamophobia".
Many participants at the Islamic and leftist demonstration against "Islamophobia" in Paris on November
10 shouted explicitly anti-Zionist slogans, such as "Israel Assassin" and "Palestine shall win". Several
demonstrators carried Palestinian and Hamas flags. By contrast, a demonstration a week later,
denouncing Islamic terrorism, brought together fewer than 2,000 participants.
On October 30 in Paris, when President Macron inaugurated the European Center for Judaism, he named
all the Jews recently murdered in France. He did not, however, name the murderers. He merely denounced
the "foul beast", an expression created by Bertolt Brecht and now often used in France to incriminate Nazi
sympathizers. He mentioned threats posed by "those who want to sow hatred and division " and expressed
his support for the Muslims wounded in a failed attack on the mosque in Bayonne, in southwest France.
He spoke positively of a time when a large part of Spain was Muslim, and said that there, in Andalusia, "the
Jews, despite their dhimmi status, developed an extraordinary culture".
The author Barbara Lefebvre saw in these words a eulogy for Jews -- an acceptance of dhimmitude [being
ruled under Islam as a third-class "tolerated" citizen, sometimes paying a "protection" tax] and of the
submission that comes with it. She wrote that "summoning the brown plague and the dark hours of our
history to evoke the threat faced by the Jews living in France is a historic, memorial and political insult",
and that Macron's speech paved the way for condemning the French Jews to "move out of the country or
lock themselves in a community bubble, like dhimmis in the land of Islam".
In Europe, France is no exception. Anti-Semitism is advancing throughout the continent and often has a
Middle Eastern cast. Yet, the authorities talk only about "right-wing anti-Semitism".
In Germany, the Federal Office for the Protection of the Constitution conducted a study analyzing Muslim
attacks perpetrated against the Jews there in 2017 -- but it explicitly refused to say that these attacks were
anti-Semitic, and instead attributed them to "religious and cultural beliefs that Muslim immigrants bring with
them" to Germany.

German Foreign Minister Heiko Maas added, as if it were an excuse, that Muslims arriving in Germany
"come from countries in which the powerful incite hatred toward Jews and Israel". A study conducted in
the United Kingdom by the Institute for Jewish Policy Research showed that anti-Semitism is far more
prevalent among British Muslims than among other citizens of the country -- but the study was reported
only in the British Jewish press.
Leftist anti-Semitism is present all over Europe. Its followers, as in France, do their best to hide and protect
Middle Eastern anti-Semitism.
In the United Kingdom, anti-Semites entered the Labor Party through the Left. The leader of the Labour
Party, Jeremy Corbyn, was recently accused by Britain's chief rabbi Ephraim Mirvis of "anti-Jewish racism".
Most major European media are as anti-Israel as the major French media. In July, Josef Schuster,
president of the Central Council of Jews in Germany, described an article published by the magazine
Spiegel as using "anti-Semitic clichés" to vilify Israel. It is not the only article of its kind in the German
press. Shuli Davidovich, an Israeli press attaché in London, said a decade ag o:
"Definitely some papers never give any credit to Israel ... for some people especially in such papers as the
Guardian, the human face of the Israeli does not exist. It's always the helmet, the rifle, the aggressor, the
occupier."
Today, nothing has changed. The Guardian often publishes articles supporting the economic and cultural
boycott of Israel. Manfred Gerstenfeld, a commentator, noted the growing abundance of anti-Semitic
cartoons that now accompany anti-Israeli articles in the European press. Anti-Semitic cartoons, he pointed
out, abound in Norway -- a country with only 700 Jews. Many cartoons, he said, depict Jews as "parasites",
exactly as in the Muslim countries' press.
Most of Europe's political leaders are as hostile to Israel as France's political leaders are. The European
Union stubbornly defends the idea that Israel must return to the 1949 armistice line, often referred to as
the "1967 borders". The EU claims that Israel illegally occupies "Palestinian territories". Every time
Federica Mogherini, Vice President of the European Commission until last month, speaks about the Middle
East, she describes Israel as an "occupying power". Her successor, Josep Borrell, advocates for unilateral
recognition of Palestinian statehood. "Iran wants to wipe out Israel," he has said; "nothing new about that.
You have to live with it". Nine of the 28 member States of the European Union -- Sweden, Cyprus, Malta,
Hungary, Poland, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Bulgaria, Romania -- recognize a "state of Palestine" but
ignore that the Palestinian Authority has never renounced its plan to obliterate Israel and take its place,
nor stopped committing acts of terrorism.
The demographic transformation happening in France is also spreading throughout Western Europe, and
the growing submission to Islam is being silently accepted by the ruling authorities almost everywhere.
Political parties opposed to Islamization are pushed to the margins. Some Central European leaders –
Prime Minister Viktor Orbán in Hungary, Prime Minister Mateusz Morawiecki in Poland and President Miloš
Zeman in the Czech Republic -- are the only ones explicitly to reject the Islamization of their countries and
take measures to curb Muslim immigration. They are often condemned by Western European leaders who
want to force them to welcome immigrants by the thousands.
Reports show, not surprisingly, that the rise in the number of Muslim immigrants has led to an even
broader rise in anti-Semitism.

